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Cost | Definition of Cost by Merriam-Webster The cleanup will cost an estimated $260,000 , according to the city. â€” Brian Slodysko, Houston Chronicle, "Pence
family gas stations left costly environmental legacy," 13 July 2018 The cleanup will cost an estimated $260,000 , according to the city. Cost - definition of cost by
The Free Dictionary cost (kÃ´st) n. 1. An amount paid or required in payment for a purchase; a price. 2. The expenditure of something, such as time or labor,
necessary for the attainment of a goal: "Freedom to advocate unpopular causes does not require that such advocacy be without cost" (Milton Friedman). 3. costs Law
Charges incurred in bringing litigation, including. At The Cost Of | Definition of At The Cost Of by Merriam ... Definition of at the cost of : by giving up or hurting
(something else) She completed the project on time but at the cost of her health.

Cost of Living Comparison Tell us your current city, where you'd like to move and enter a salary amount. We'll provide a cost of living comparison. The comparison
includes food, housing, utilities, transportation and health cost of living numbers. Cost | Define Cost at Dictionary.com costs, Law. money allowed to a successful
party in a lawsuit in compensation for legal expenses incurred, chargeable to the unsuccessful party. money due to a court or one of its officers for services in a cause.
Cost - Wikipedia More generalized in the field of economics, cost is a metric that is totaling up as a result of a process or as a differential for the result of a decision.
Hence cost is the metric used in the standard modeling paradigm applied to economic processes. Costs (pl.) are often further described based on their timing or their
applicability.

How To Calculate Cost of Goods Sold - thebalancesmb.com Cost of goods sold is a calculation of all the costs involved in selling a product. Calculating cost of goods
sold for products you manufacture or sell can be complicated, depending on the number of products and the complexity of the manufacturing process. Cost of Living
in United States. 2018 prices in United States. The color of each marker corresponds with the Cost of Living in the city. Red markers show more expensive cities,
green ones show cheaper cities. Moving the mouse on top of a city will show its name and the Cost of Living Index of that city. Therefore, if a city has a Price Index
of 134, that means. Average Cost of Homeowners Insurance (2018) - ValuePenguin Average Cost of Homeowners Insurance We reviewed homeowners insurance
premiums in every state on both a monthly and annual basis. Below, weâ€™ve also included how each state stacks up against the national average annual premium of
$1,083.
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